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Abstract

In this thesis, a controller based on the navigation function and prescribed
performance control concepts for controlling the absolute and the relative
position of the end-e�ectors of a dual arm manipulator is proposed. The
end-e�ectors of the dual arm manipulator are considered as sphere agents
being assigned with a desired position (absolute position) and a desired
formation vector (relative position). The objective is to guarantee conver-
gence of the end-e�ectors to the desired position as well as the evolution of
the end-e�ectors’ formation error within prescribed transient bounds. The
main contribution is the combination of conventional navigation functions
that enable the system to satisfy position based constraints, such as colli-
sion avoidance, with the prescribed performance control methodology that
imposes, time-dependent constraints for the relative position of the end-
e�ectors. The controller is designed in order to guarantee coherence of the
two concepts and achieve the two-fold objective. Simulation and experimen-
tal results illustrate the e�ectiveness of the proposed scheme.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Navigation of multiple robots or agents has been an area of great interest
both in the control and the robotics communities due to the interesting
theoretical control problems as well as broad domain potential real world
applications including cooperative control of unmanned air vehicles, forma-
tion control of mobile robots, cooperative control of dual- or multiple-arm
robot manipulators, etc.

There are many ongoing research in semi-autonomous systems including
mobile robot systems for manufacturing, domestic and industrial settings.
The motivation is that in near future robots, for instance anthropomorphic
robots, can perform human like tasks in industry with minor modification
of the operating workspace. Dual arm manipulation is part of this ongo-
ing research that requires more advanced system integration, planning and
viable control schemes. The prospect of planning and control of dual arm
manipulation systems can be via the coordinated motion of fixed-base free-
flying manipulator systems or via the coordinated motion of multi-agents
that consider robot arms mounted on mobile platforms. In both case issues
such as obstacle avoidance and formation constraints between the manipula-
tors shall be addressed in addition to convergence to desired goal positions.
There are both dynamic and kinematic, where dynamics and other di�er-
ential constraints are ignored and focuses primarily on the translations and
rotations, motion control algorithms considering manipulation of an object
using cooperative manipulators. Mostly regulation problems are treated in
kinematic control which is also the focus of this thesis work. There has been
a vast number of publications regarding motion control based on di�erent
design approaches for robot manipulators. To achieve the kinematic motion
control objective of dual arm manipulator, in this thesis work we will focus
on exploiting and combine two concepts: the navigation function for sys-
tem convergence with satisfying position based constraints such as collision
avoidance, and prescribed performance control methodology that imposes
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time-dependent constraints on the relative position of the end-e�ectors of
dual arm manipulator.

There are significant number of practical applications of dual arm manipula-
tion, demonstrated in domestic environments and in industries. In [1] a dual
arm anthropomorphic robots are used to make pancakes and as illustrated
in [2], anthropomorphic robot loads and unloads dishes to a dishwasher in
domestic environment. Material reshaping and parts assembly are among
the industrial applications. A dual arm system is used to fold cartons into
predetermined shapes in [3] and is used to deform metal parts in [4]. There
are also a number of domestic and industrial application of visually guided
dual arm manipulator. This wide range of promising applications are moti-
vation for this thesis work.

In summary, the problem that this thesis work deals with is design, anal-
ysis and implementation of control algorithm that drives the end-e�ectors
of a dual arm robot from an initial to a desired destination in a bounded
environment with obstacles and where each end-e�ector is considered as a
potential obstacle to the other one. The basic idea is to use the negative
gradient of a navigation function which is enhanced by a priori defined time
dependent Prescribed Performance (PP) bounds to design a control law.
The primary task is to study if the designed controller which is based on
the two concepts, conventional NF and PP control methodology, drives the
end-e�ectors from any initial configuration, asymptotically, to a desired goal
configuration while avoiding collisions with obstacles and guaranteeing con-
vergence to a required formation.

The thesis is divided into two main parts. The first part is the proposal
and the analysis of a controller for two agents with collision avoidance. The
control design is done by starting from an already existing centralized con-
troller [5] and investigating the convergence and stability properties when it
is modified to include formation control with prescribed performance guar-
antees. Once convergence and stability has been shown in theory the con-
troller is tested in simulations for confirmation. The second part is the
implementation of the controller on actual robot to validate the theoreti-
cal results.The experimental demonstration runs on dual arm manipulation
platform, known as Dumbo which is located at the Center for Autonomous
Systems (CAS), KTH.

The remaining parts of the report are organized as follows: In chapter 2
review of related works, with focus on obstacle avoidance, are summarized.
Chapter 3 defines the problem to be solved, outlines the steps to construct
conventional navigation function and explains concepts related to formation
control and prescribed performance. In chapter 4 the proposed controller is
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designed, analysis of the stability of the proposed controller and simulation
results are presented. Chapter 5 explains the implementation stage with
experimental results. Chapter 6 summarizes the results of this paper and
lists the future works.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art

The purpose of this section is to review the work in dual arm systems control
approaches with detail on obstacle avoidance and prescribed performance
guarantees. We start by providing an insight and review the work on collision
avoidance approaches based on potential functions and navigation functions.
Then, we review the work on formation control and prescribed performance
guarantees.

2.1 Potential Functions vs Navigation Functions
2.1.1 Potential Functions
A robot should be designed and controlled to navigate and traverse without
colliding to the obstacles located around itself which may be static or dy-
namic and many approaches have been proposed to solve it. One approach
and most widely used method of solving this kind of problem is by designing
controller based on Artificial Potential Fields (APF). APF mainly consists
of force vectors, caused by the obstacles or target positions, which may be
linear or tangential and are generated by a potential functions. A potential
function is a function that may be viewed as energy, and the gradient of
the energy is force field. Robots move in a field of forces with a velocity
proportional to the force generated by the field.

One analogy is that the robot is positively charged pole while the target
to be reached by the robot is negatively charged pole and obstacles are
modeled with a repulsive force that prevents the robot from colliding with
the obstacle [6]. Another analogy of potential field method is the Attrac-
tor Dynamics approach [7], which uses heading direction rather than the
cartesian position of a robot or an agent. The authors in [8] extended the
potential field principle by taking into account the velocity along the path
in addition to the path itself. The method is called Dynamic Potential Field
and implemented to avoid dynamic obstacle in real time. A dynamic real-
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time based approach to obstacle avoidance is proposed in [9] which is very
similar to the Attractor Dynamics approach in essence that it changes the
original dynamics of motion by introducing a factor in the motion equation
that stirs the motion away from the obstacle. This method is implemented
to avoid point-mass objects in two and three dimensional spaces. For non-
point objects, this approach requires determining a repulsion parameter that
deforms the trajectory enough not to hit the obstacle.

The most common problem of APF is stucking with local minima. It is
the case which occurs when the total force acting on the agent is summed
up to zero although robot has not reached its goal position yet. Navigation
function, explained in the sequel, is proposed to mitigate this problem.

2.1.2 Navigation Functions
A navigation function is a special kind of APF generating functions, with no
local minima, that incorporate obstacles and singularities as local maxima
and gives the minimum cost of any path to a destination point. The poten-
tial field generated by dipolar navigation functions mimic the behavior of
magnetic fields and robot moves through the workspace from high-value to
low-value by following the negative gradient of the potential function, thus
avoiding obstacles and singularities and since no local minima exist, con-
verge to the destination configuration. This is known as gradient descent
that follows a functional surface until the robot reach its minimum.

A number of publications have been written discussing di�erent control
algorithms involving Navigation Function (NF) for collision avoidance in
multi-agent systems in an environment with obstacles. In the publications,
the construction approach of navigation function is di�erent in structure
depending on the problems to be solved, tools used to analyze stability and
convergence of a system for a proposed controller and the control strategy
followed. In the sense of [10] the definition of a navigation function be-
gins with the consideration of a potential function which satisfy su�cient
conditions that imply the potential function is a navigation function on a
compact connected analytic manifold with boundary. The condition for an
NF is that it has a critical point when its first derivative is zero and the
sign of the second derivative indicates whether the critical point is a min-
imum or maximum. One category of navigation function based control is
centralized control strategy [5], which consists of planning the coordinated
paths of multiple robots as a path in their composite configuration space.
In this case a central authority has information about all agents and control
all team so that the desired control objectives are fulfilled. This method is
computationally complex for multi-agents scenario and is also very vulnera-
ble to agent failure, but the construction of the controller is relatively easy.
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The other category of motion control, designed based on NF, is called de-
centralized control strategy. This approach is computationally e�cient but
it is not trivial how the controller can be constructed. In [10–14] decentral-
ized controllers are designed based on NF. The main target in these papers
were guaranteeing collision avoidance and global convergence for non-point
multiple sphere world holonomic agents. In [10] the authors constructed a
navigation function that does not require a participation of agents where
their initial position is coincided with their desired goal position. But this
method does not guarantee the avoidance of local minima. According to the
authors in [11], agents already reached their destination point do not partic-
ipate in collision avoidance process and hence global convergence will not be
achieved. They proposed an approach to construct NF such that agents can
participate in collision avoidance when their initial position coincides with
goal position and guaranteed a global convergence. In [12] a similar ap-
proach followed to address the aforementioned problem. But the approach
does not guarantee global convergence in all cases. In [14] a su�cient condi-
tion is suggested that mitigates the aforementioned problem in [12], so that
the critical points of each navigation function can be constrained to a subset
of the state space where the repulsive force is arbitrarily small.

In summary, as explained in the introduction part, an NF will be used
in this thesis work to construct a motion controller for dual arm manipu-
lator. A centralized control strategy will be followed based on the concept
mentioned in [5].

2.2 Formation Control Review
When studying convergence of two or multi-agent systems, it is equally im-
portant to study their connectivity which requires formation control schemes
for keeping the agents connectivity that start out within a certain distance
from each other. The purpose of the formation control can be preserving
initial connectivity throughout the task performance or convergence to a
predefined configuration that can be either to same configuration or to rela-
tive goal formation specified by the vector Cij that correspond to the desired
relationship between agent i and agent j. In [15] a simpler form of forma-
tion control strategy is proposed for consensus in holonomic multi-agent
systems which means that Cij is zero and all agents will converge to the
same configuration. In [16–19] di�erent control schemes are presented for
keeping agents that start out within a certain distance from each other con-
nected throughout the task performance which means that the connected
agents will remain within the starting distance from each other. In [20]
another formation control strategy for holonomic agents is presented that
would make a number of agents converge to a predefined formation Cij .
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2.3 Prescribed Performance Review
Prescribed performance control methodology which considers the issue of
transient performance guarantees in addition to the stability problem, has
been initially proposed in [21]. Prescribed transient response specifications
in multi agent systems have been dealt within the context of collision avoid-
ance [13] where constraints on the state space evolution of pairs of agents
are imposed in the distributed control design. In [22] prescribed transient
specifications, for a multi-agent system, within the agreement protocol by
following the frame work of prescribed performance control is analyzed. It
involves constraints which are time dependent and enable the automated
tuning of the agents convergence rate while ensuring connectivity mainte-
nance. Regulation and tracking control problems of robot manipulator with
prescribed performance guarantee are treated in [23]. The problem of design-
ing an adaptive control law capable of simultaneously guaranteeing a priori
defined performance bounds was presented in [24–26]. In [24] an approx-
imation based robust adaptive controller for MIMO feedback linearizable
nonlinear systems, possessing unknown nonlinearities, capable of guarantee-
ing a prescribed performance is proposed. Adaptive control schemes with
guaranteed transient and steady state tracking error bounds for SISO strict
feedback nonlinear systems was treated in [25]. In [26] the aforementioned
concepts are extended to address the prescribed performance adaptive con-
trol problem for the significantly more general class of MIMO a�ne in the
control systems with measurable states and unknown nonlinearities.
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Chapter 3

Problem Definition and
Preliminaries

The aim of this section is to formulate the problem followed by naviga-
tion function construction and finally define the formation vector and the
prescribed performance bounds.

3.1 Problem Definition
The end-e�ectors of a dual arm manipulator are considered as two separate
sphere agents with radius r and assumed to be operating within a workspace
W µ Ÿn shown in Fig.3.1. The state vector for a single agent is defined as
pi = [‰T

i „T
i ]T , i = 1, 2, where ‰i = [xi yi zi]T is spatial coordinate and

„i denotes the agent’s orientation. The configuration space is spanned by
p = [pT

1 pT
2 ]T .

The end-e�ectors navigate in free space and the motion dynamics obey a
single integrator model given by:

ṗ = u (3.1)

where u is the control input and can be regarded as a reference velocity for
the end-e�ectors. For simplicity, we consider only the control of transla-
tional components of pi.

The first-order integrator modeling assumption calls for velocity controlled
robot manipulators. Hence, the Jacobian inverse (or pseudo-inverse) can be
used in order to transform the control input u to a reference velocity for the
robot joints, i.e. the joint velocities q̇ are controlled as follows:

q̇ = J≠1u (3.2)
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where J is the manipulator Jacobian.

The kinematic model is valid given that the robot inertial dynamics are
weak and the low-level controller can achieve high frequency current control
and external forces’ compensation.

Figure 3.1: Operating workspace W µ Ÿn with radius R contains sphere
agents A1 and A2 with small radius r and sphere obstacle of same radius.
Goal1 and Goal2 are assumed goal position where the two end-e�ectors
supposed to converge.

The assumptions considered for designing the control law are:

a) A known and stationary environment is assumed where each agent has
knowledge of the environment and team configuration.

b) The end-e�ectors and obstacles are considered as spherical agents.

c) The workspace is bounded and spherical.

In addition to the above assumptions, the control law should meet the fol-
lowing specifications:

a) The end-e�ectors should converge to a desired configuration avoiding
collisions.

b) The formation error should evolve within a priori defined bounds.

Based on the above assumptions and specifications, a navigation function
will be constructed. Then, we will derive a controller based on the con-
structed NF for the agents which drives them from any initial configuration
to the goal configuration avoiding collisions and guarantees a priori defined
performance bounds.
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3.2 Preliminaries
3.2.1 Navigation Function Construction
A navigation function should be constructed considering the design specifi-
cations and assumptions of the control law mentioned in problem definition
part. The resulting navigation function has to satisfy properties of a NF
stated in [10]. NF properties are invariant under di�eomorphisms as shown
in [10, 27–29], hence the assumption of spherical agents and obstacles does
not constrain this work.

Driving the agents to a desired configuration is contributed by a goal func-
tion denoted by “ which represents the squared metric distance between the
current configuration p and the goal configuration pd, as shown in Fig. 3.2,
of agents (end-e�ectors) and defined as:

“ =Î p ≠ pd Î2 (3.3)

The distance between an agent and obstacle, as illustrated in Fig.3.2, is
called “Proximity Function" (PF) and denoted by —ij and defined in (3.4).
This function is constructed in such a way that the boundary of the free
space of each agent is repulsive with respect to obstacles. It depends on the
position of an agent and the position of its neighbor within the operating
workspace. The multiplication of all the PF is denoted by G which later be
defined as (3.8) instead of simple multiplication of all —ij . The controller,
constructed based on NF, should point towards the interior of the free space
whenever G is minimized. Mathematically, G = 0 whenever (3.4) equals
zero for at least one j ”= i. Hence the collision avoidance specification
pT Dijp > (ri + rj)2,’j ”= i is satisfied ’i. Let ri denote the radius of agent
i, and

—ij = pT Dijp ≠ (ri + rj)2 (3.4)

Dij denote a square symmetric matrix as defined in [5]:

Dij =

S

WWWWU

O2(i≠1)x2m

O2x2(i≠1) I2x2 O2x2(j≠i≠1) ≠I2x2 O2x2(m≠j)

O2(j≠i≠1)x2m

O2x2(i≠1) ≠I2x2 O2x2(j≠i≠1) I2x2 O2x2(m≠j)

O2(m≠j)x2m

T

XXXXV

where O is zero matrix, I is identity matrix and m is number of agents in
the work space.
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Figure 3.2: This figure illustrates the interaction between end-e�ectors and
an obstacle. A measure of distance between end-e�ectors and goal points
gives attractive potential. A measure of distance between the two end-
e�ectors as well as between the end-e�ectors and an obstacle generates re-
pulsive potential. Strength of repulsive force should increase as end-e�ectors
get closer to the obstacle or one another.

The construction of G is briefly recapped here from [5]. A relation, as
in [5], is the possible collision schemes between agents and/or obstacles in
the workspace as shown in Fig. 3.3. The definition for binary relation is the
edge between two agents or between an agent and obstacle. Thus, a relation
is the set of all binary relations. A relation level is the number of agents
that participate in a single relation.

Figure 3.3: Relations of a three-member team. I, II and III are level 1: IV,
V and VI are level 2; and VII is a level 3 relation.

The “Relation Proximity Function" (RPF) defines a measure of distances
between agent i and other agents or obstacles in a relation as shown in
Table 3.1. From [11] RPF is given by:

(bR
k

)l = pT P(R
k

)
l

p ≠
ÿ

{i,j}œ{R
k

}
l

(ri + rj)2 (3.5)

where R is set of binary relations, k is a relation number, l is relation level
and PR =

q
{i,j}œRDij is relation matrix.
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Rk l = 1 l = 2 l = 3
1 —12 —12 + —1o —12 + —1o + —2o

2 —1o —12 + —2o .
3 —2o —1o + —2o .

Table 3.1: Relation Proximity Functions, where —ij is PF and l is relation
level.

A “Relation Verification Function" (RVF) is associating a specific metric to
each relation. As mentioned in [11], RVF holds only if this relation metric
tends zero, while no other relations of the same or other higher levels hold.
In that way it indicates which of all possible relations holds. An RVF is
given by (3.6) as in [11].

(gR
k

)l = (bR
k

)l + ⁄(bR
k

)l

(bR
k

)l + (BRc

k

)1/h
l

(3.6)

where ⁄ is a positive tunning parameter and (BRc

k

)l is the product of all
other relations that have same relation level l with respect to agent i and
defined as:

(BRc

k

)l =
Ÿ

mœ(Rc

k

)
l

(bm)l (3.7)

where m is the number of agents that participate in the relation k.

Finally, G is computed as a product of RVF of all relations.

G = G0.
n

lŸ

l=1

n
R,lŸ

k=1
(gR

k

)l (3.8)

where nl is the number of relation levels, nR,l is the number of relations in
level l and G0 represents the workspace boundary which is defined as:

G0 =
mŸ

i=1
((rw ≠ ri)2≠ Î qi ≠ qdi Î) (3.9)

where index w refers to the workspace and index i refers to the agent.

Given “ and G defined as above, the conventional navigation function is
constructed as (3.10) in a similar way as [5] where k > 0 is a scalar param-
eter. We should note that the formation constraint is not imposed in this
NF which will be done later on after defining the formation vector and the
prescribed performance in the following section.

Ï(p) = “

(“k + G)1/k
(3.10)
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3.2.2 Formation Control and Prescribed Performance
The formation stabilization in this thesis work is such that each agent i
converges to a relative formation vector Cij , as illustrated in Fig.3.4, with
respect to each of its neighbors j œ Ni where Ni is set of neighboring agents
to agent i. For the two agents case Cij is given by:

C12 = pd1 ≠ pd2, C21 = pd2 ≠ pd1, C = [CT
12 CT

21]T (3.11)

where pd1 and pd2 are goal configurations of agent 1 and 2 respectively.

For the two agents case, the formation error is defined as follows:

e(p) = [(p1 ≠ p2 ≠ C12)T (p2 ≠ p1 ≠ C21)T ]T (3.12)

Figure 3.4: This figure illustrates the formation vector concept. Initially the
relative formation error between the two end-e�ectors can be arbitrarily any
value but finally the agents should converge to their respective goal positions
as well as to the desired formation vector.

The goal of the prescribed performance controller is to guarantee that the
formation error e(p) evolves within certain a priori defined performance
bounds defined by a decreasing function fl(t) and an acceptable overshoot
range M . Mathematically, in a similar way as [23], the performance bounds
’t Ø 0 are defined as:

≠Mfl(t) < e < fl(t) in case of e0 Ø 0 (3.13)

≠fl(t) < e < Mfl(t) in case of e0 Æ 0 (3.14)
where e0 = e(0), 0 Æ M Æ 1 and fl(t) is smooth, bounded, strictly positive
decreasing function of time and satisfying limtæŒ fl(t) > 0, as illustrated in
Fig.3.5, called performance function and can be defined as:

fl(t) = (fl0 ≠ flŒ) exp(≠lt) + flŒ (3.15)
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where fl0 © fl(0) > max(|e0|) > 0, flŒ = limtæŒ fl(t) > 0 and l > 0
is a constant and represents the minimum required speed of convergence.
Given (3.15), the property limtæŒ fl̇(t) = 0 holds true since fl̇(t) = ≠l(flo ≠
flŒ) exp(≠lt).
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Figure 3.5: Dashed lines are performance bounds, solid line is formation
error and flInf = flŒ. (a) for the case of e0i Ø 0 and (b) for the case of
e0i Æ 0.

In order to achieve the evolution of the formation error within the bounds
(3.13) and (3.14) we use an error transformation similarly to [23,24,26]. In
particular, we modulate the error by fl(t) and subsequently we transform
the modulated error. The modulated error is given by:

‚e(p, t) = e(p)
fl(t) (3.16)

while the transformation function T (.) is defined with the following proper-
ties:

1) It is smooth and strictly increasing.

2)
lim‚e(p,t)æ≠M T (.) = ≠Œ
lim‚e(p,t)æ1 T (.) = Œ

J

in case of e0 Ø 0

lim‚e(p,t)æ≠1 T (.) = ≠Œ
lim‚e(p,t)æM T (.) = Œ

J

in case of e0 Æ 0

where the domain is defined as:
D‚e := {‚e(p, t) : ≠M < ‚e(p, t) < 1)} , in case of e0 Ø 0
D‚e := {‚e(p, t) : ≠1 < ‚e(p, t) < M)} , in case of e0 Æ 0

3) In addition to the properties mentioned above and introduced in [24],
a further property T (0) = 0 was mentioned in [23] so that asymptotic
convergence of the formation error to zero is achieved.

Two transformation functions T (.), illustrated in Fig.3.6, can be developed
based on the aforementioned properties. The first one is defined as (3.17)
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that will not guarantee asymptotic convergence.

Ta[‚e(p, t)] =

Y
__]

__[

ln( M+‚e(p,t)
(1≠‚e(p,t))) in case of e0 Ø 0

ln( (1+‚e(p,t))
M≠‚e(p,t) ) in case of e0 Æ 0

(3.17)

The following is the second type of transformation function that fulfills all
the aforementioned properties and is utilized in this thesis work:

Tb[‚e(p, t)] =

Y
__]

__[

ln( M+‚e(p,t)
M(1≠‚e(p,t))) in case of e0 Ø 0

ln(M(1+‚e(p,t))
M≠‚e(p,t) ) in case of e0 Æ 0

(3.18)
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Figure 3.6: Error transformation with natural logarithm where ‰i(t) =
‚ei(p, t) and M = 0.5. (a) for the case of e0i Ø 0 and (b) for the case of
e0i Æ 0. (Figure source is [23] )

The transformed error based on (3.18) is then defined:

Á(p, t) = Tb(‚e(p, t)) (3.19)

The transformed formation error (3.19) will be utilized in the construction
of the NF in the next chapter and the time derivative which will be used in
the analysis part is:

Á̇(p, t) = JT (p, t)(ṗ + –(t)e(p)) (3.20)
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where JT (p, t), the normalized Jacobian of the transformed error, and –(t)
are given by:

JT (p, t) = ÎÁ(p, t)
Î‚e(p, t)

1
fl(t)

–(t) = ≠ fl̇(t)
fl(t)

Similarly the gradient of ÎÁ(p, t)Î2 with respect to p is:
1
ÒÎÁ(p, t)Î2

2T
= 2Á(p, t)T JT (p, t) (3.21)

The gradient will be used in the control design stage and the detail calcula-
tion of both the gradient and the time derivative are shown in the Appendix
A and B respectively.
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Chapter 4

Controller Design

The goal of this chapter is to design and analyze a controller for dual arm
manipulator. First the constrained formation error will be imposed on the
conventional NF to construct a new NF with the concept of prescribed
performance guarantee. Then a control law will be formulated based on the
constructed NF. Second stability and convergence of the system, driven by
the control law, will be analyzed. Finally, the theoretical results will be
verified through simulation example.

4.1 Velocity Controller based on Navigation Func-
tion with Prescribed Performance Guarantees

The navigation function given in (3.10) has to be modified in order to impose
the transformed error given by (3.19). In [18] a NF is constructed for the
purpose of formation control where the “ function is defined as:

“i = Îpi ≠ pj ≠ CijÎ2 (4.1)

Based on this concept, the “ function (3.3) could be re-defined as (4.2) in
order to achieve formation convergence in addition to convergence to goal
configuration.

“ = “ + Îpi ≠ pj ≠ CijÎ2 (4.2)

Equation (4.2) can be rewritten as (4.3).

“ = “ + Îe(p)Î2 (4.3)

Substituting e(p) by transformed error defined in (3.19) gives us:

“ = “ + ÎÁ(p, t)Î2 (4.4)

This shows that, one possible way of combining the PP with navigation
function is through the “ function as (4.4). That is intuitive way and the
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correctness can only be guaranteed after stability analysis of the controller
and simulation results. Therefore, in order to impose prescribed time de-
pendent constraints on the formation error, we propose the modification of
the navigation function given by (3.10) as follows:

Ï(p, t) = “ + K‘ Î Á(p, t) Î2

((“ + K‘ Î Á(p, t) Î2)k + G)1/k
(4.5)

where K‘ is a positive tuning parameter.

The di�erence between the navigation function (4.5) and those defined
in [10, 11] is that in (4.5) a transformed formation error (3.19) is analyt-
ically inserted so that the control law proposed in the sequel guarantees
prescribed performance bounds.

In [5] a controller for multiple robots based on the negative gradient of
a NF is proposed and it is proven that the multiple robots converge to the
desired position while avoiding collisions. A controller (4.6) for a dual arm
robot manipulator, based on a negative gradient of the navigation function
(4.5), is proposed by considering a similar concept as in [5]:

u = ≠KÒÏ(p, t) ≠ –(t)e(p) (4.6)

where u = [uT
1 uT

2 ]T , ÒÏ(p, t) = [ ˆÏ
ˆp1

T ˆÏ
ˆp2

T ]T and K is a positive gain.
The analytical calculation steps for the gradient of Ï(p, t) can be found in
Appendix A and the compact form of ÒÏ(p, t) is given as follows:

ÒÏ(p, t) = A[G
1
Ò“ + Ò

1
K‘ Î Á(p, t) Î2

22

≠“ + K‘ Î Á(p, t) Î2

k
ÒG] (4.7)

where
A =

31
“ + K‘ Î Á(p, t) Î2

2k
+ G

4(≠1≠1/k)
(4.8)

4.2 Stability Analysis
In this section, the stability and convergence of the control errors of the
system (3.1) driven by (4.6) are analyzed through the following theorem:

Theorem 1: The controller given by (4.6) with appropriately chosen K
applied to system (3.1) drives the end-e�ector positions asymptotically to
the destination point pd, while i) guaranteeing convergence to a desired for-
mation with a transient constrained by the PP bounds (3.13) or (3.14) and
ii) avoiding collisions.
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Proof : The following positive definite and continuously di�erentiable, with
respect to p and t, function is considered:

V (p, t) = Ï(p, t) (4.9)

where Ï(p, t) is given by (4.5). Clearly V (p, t) is strictly positive for all
p1 ”= pd1, p2 ”= pd2 and zero only at p1 = pd1, and p2 = pd2. The time
derivative of V (p, t) is given by:

V̇ = ÒÏ(p, t)ṗ + ˆ

ˆt
Ï(p, t) (4.10)

For brevity, let us define D = “ + K‘ÎÁ(p, t)Î2 and B = Dk + G and subse-
quently Ï(p, t) = D

B1/k

. This leads to:

V̇ = ÒÏ(p, t)ṗ + ˆ

ˆt
D

B1/k ≠ D 1
k B1/kB≠1kDk≠1

B2/k
(4.11)

Canceling out some variables and letting A = B≠(1+1/k) we get:

V̇ = ÒÏ(p, t)ṗ + AG
ˆ

ˆt
D (4.12)

The partial derivative of D with respect to t is shown in Appendix B and
by substituting the result we get:

V̇ (p, t) = ÒÏ(p, t)ṗ

+AGK‘

1
Ò Î Á(p, t) Î2

2T
–(t)e(p) (4.13)

Substituting (4.6) into (4.13) we get:

V̇ (p, t) = ≠K Î ÒÏ(p, t) Î2 ≠ÒÏ(p, t)T –(t)e(p)

+AGK‘

1
Ò Î Á(p, t) Î2

2T
–(t)e(p) (4.14)

In the next step we are going to exploit the second term of the right hand
side of (4.14) in order to cancel out the last term of (4.14):

V̇ (p, t) = ≠K Î ÒÏ(p, t) Î2 ≠÷(p, t)–(t)e(p)

≠AGK‘

1
Ò Î Á(p, t) Î2

2T
–(t)e(p)

+AGK‘

1
Ò Î Á(p, t) Î2

2T
–(t)e(p) (4.15)

where

÷(p, t) = G(Ò“)T

1
(“ + K‘ Î Á(p, t) Î2)k + G

2(1+1/k) (4.16)

≠ “ + K‘ Î Á(p, t) Î2

k
1
(“ + K‘ Î Á(p, t) Î2)k + G

2(1+1/k) (ÒG)T
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Clearly, the last two terms in right hand side of (4.15) cancel out each
other, which is a result of the inclusion of ≠–(t)e(p) in the controller, and
thus (4.15) yields:

V̇ (p, t) = ≠K Î ÒÏ(p, t) Î2 +÷(p, t) fl̇(t)
fl(t)e(p)

The first term of the right hand side of equation (4.17) is negative semi-
definite, but the second term is sign indefinite. However, it can be proved
that it is bounded and vanishes exponentially allowing the proof of the
asymptotic stability of the non-degenerate equilibriums of the system through
the input-to-state stability concept [30] which has also been used in [31] to
show the input-to-state stabilility of a NF based system.

Given that the workspace is bounded, by construction Ï(p, t) is bounded
which implies a bounded ÎÒÏ(p, t)Î. Let us consider the case ÎÒÏ(p, t)Î Æ c,
where c is constant, then:

1. Function “ is bounded which yields a bounded Ò“ and function G
is bounded by construction for a bounded workspace. Hence the first
term of (4.16) is bounded by taking also into account that K, K‘, “, G
and ÎÁ(p, t)Î2 are positive. The second term of the right hand side of
(4.16) is also bounded since (“ +K‘ÎÁ(p, t)Î2) < (“ +K‘ÎÁ(p, t)Î2 +G)
and ÒG, G are bounded. Hence, ÷(p, t) is bounded.

2. The error e(p) is bounded while ‚e(p, t) = e(p)
fl(t) respects the bounds

given in (3.13) or (3.14) given that ÎÒÏ(p, t)Î Æ c.

Given the boundedness of ÷(p, t) and e(p) shown above, there exists con-
stants ÷̄, co such that Î÷(p, t)Î Æ ÷̄, Î e(p)

fl(t) Î = Î‚e(p, t)Î Æ co; note that
co =

Ô
6. Furthermore, given the fact that fl̇(t) is bounded, by adding and

subtracting ◊.ÎÒÏ(p, t)Î2, with ◊ being a positive constant, we can reform
(4.17) as follows:

V̇ (p, t) Æ ≠(K ≠ ◊) Î ÒÏ(p, t) Î2 ≠◊ Î ÒÏ(p, t) Î2 +÷̄co|fl̇(t)|(4.17)

Clearly, if K is chosen such that K > ◊ we get:

V̇ (p, t) Æ ≠◊ÎÒÏ(p, t)Î2, if ÎÒÏ(p, t)Î Ø

Û
÷̄co sup |fl̇(t)|

◊
(4.18)

We have reached (4.18) based on ÎÒÏ(p, t)Î Æ c, thus ◊ and subsequently
K should be set bigger than a lower bound in order to ensure that there
exists a region in which V̇ (p, t) is negative:

◊ Ø ÷̄co sup |fl̇(t)|
c2 (4.19)
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Let us consider fl̇(t) as an external input to the system with dynamics
satisfying (4.17). Given that condition (4.19) holds, then starting within
ÎÒÏ(p, t)Î Æ c, the system (4.17) is semi-globally input-to-state stable.
Given that fl̇(t) is bounded then ÎÒÏ(p, t)Î Æ c ’t which implies that Á(p, t)
is bounded and subsequently the formation error respects the performance
bounds. Given that fl̇(t) exponentially converges to zero, ÒÏ(p, t) vanishes
and converges almost surely to the non-degenerate critical points of the sys-
tem [5] [10]. Thus p æ pd and Á(p, t) æ 0 (p1 æ p2), as t æ Œ. Therefore,
the controller given by (4.6) drives the end-e�ector positions asymptotically
to the destination point pd avoiding collisions and guaranteeing convergence
to a desired formation constrained by a transient PP bounds.

4.3 Simulation Example
A simulation is conducted for the proposed controller to illustrate the theo-
retical results. A dual arm Schunk LWA3 7-DOF revolute robot manipulator
is considered where the DH parameters are shown in table 4.1 and we used
the Peter I. Corke matlab robotics toolbox [32] for this numerical simula-
tion. In Fig. 4.1a the initial and in Fig. 4.1b goal configurations of the
robot arms are illustrated.

Frame – a ◊ d
Base 0o 0.274 90o 0
Base 90o 0 0o 0

1 0 0 ◊1 0
2 ≠90o 0 ◊2 + 180o 0
3 ≠90o 0 ◊3 + 180o 0.313
4 ≠90o 0 ◊4 + 180o 0
5 ≠90o 0 ◊5 + 180o 0.2665
6 ≠90o 0 ◊6 + 180o 0
7 ≠90o 0 ◊7 + 180o 0

Tool 0o 0 0o 0.42

Table 4.1: DH parameters of the 7-DOF arm (using Craig’s convention).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: (a) Initial configuration and (b) goal configuration of the dual
arm robot. In both case the bases values in table 4.1 are set to zero and the
tools distance are set to 0.01.

An initial joint angles that corresponds to an initial end-e�ectors positions
are qL = [90 90 ≠90 20 0 0 0] (deg) and qR = [≠90 90 ≠90 ≠20 0 0 0] (deg).
Goal joint configuration angles, that corresponds to desired end-e�ectors
goal positions, qdL = [20 90 ≠90 20 0 0 0] (rad) and qdR = [20 90 ≠90 20 0 0 0]
(deg) are considered. Forward kinematics is used to get end-e�ectors carte-
sian coordinates and inverse Jacobian is used to get the joints speed back
from the end-e�ectors speed. Only one static obstacle, at [0.2 ≠ 0.15] is
considered. From the goal positions of the end-e�ectors in Cartesian space
the formation vector is given by C = [0.0 0.2141 0.0 ≠ 0.2141]T . Follow-
ing that the initial error is calculated as e0 = [0.0 0.9315 0.0 ≠ 0.9315]T ,
the performance function considered is fl(t) = (fl0 ≠ 10≠2)e≠2t + 10≠2. The
value of fl0 is specified as fl0 = |e0| + 0.9. A symmetric transformation in
(3.18) is used and thus the overshoot index should be nonzero and is set
to M = 0.2. The gain and di�erent tuning parameters are set to: K = 2,
k = 13, ⁄ = 150, h = 2, K‘ = 0.01, the workspace radius rw = 1.0m and
the radius of the agents and obstacles is considered same r = 0.05m.

Fig. 4.2 illustrates the trajectories of the end e�ectors in cartesian space.
The end e�ectors first move towards each other in order to achieve the for-
mation constraint. When there is an obstacle along the way, the end-e�ector
closer to the obstacle changes direction in order not to collide and the other
follows it in order to keep the formation constraint.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation shows the end-e�ectors converging to their goal point
avoiding obstacle and self-collision as well as maintaining the required for-
mation constraint.
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Figure 4.3: Simulation shows that formation error evolves within a priori
defined time varying performance bounds and converge to zero in less than
2sec.

In Fig. 4.3, the solid lines correspond to the formation error response and the
dashed lines to a priori defined performance bounds. The first and the second
columns correspond to x and y coordinates respectively. In both cases,
the formation error response evolves within the a priori defined prescribed
performance bounds as required.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

This section will start by giving a concise introduction about the ROS frame-
work and its components followed by the explanation of the code that im-
plements the controller designed. Then, experimental setup and results will
be discussed.

5.1 ROS Framework Introduction
Several robot software frameworks have been developed to cope with chal-
lenges of writing reusable software for robots, that arise due to code size,
breadth in skills, and due to continuous growth of the scale and scope of
robotics. Robot Operating System (ROS) is among these middleware sys-
tems including Player, the Carnegie Mellon Navigation Toolkit (CARMEN),
Microsoft Robotics Studio as well as other systems. These middleware sys-
tems typically provide a communication mechanism, an API for preferred
languages, and a mechanism for sharing code through libraries or drivers.

ROS is licensed under an open source, BSD license and provides libraries
and tools to help software developers create robot applications. It provides
hardware abstraction, device drivers, libraries, visualizers, message-passing,
package management. A system built with ROS consists of a number of pro-
cesses, called nodes, in a variety of hosts and these di�erent process nodes are
looking for each other through ROS master node, and then they are directly
connected in a peer-to-peer topology. ROS peer-to-peer connection negoti-
ation and configuration occurs in XML-RPC and also implements several
di�erent styles of communication, including synchronous and asynchronous
communication. ROS development model is to write standalone libraries
that have no dependencies on it and unit testing is often far easier when
code is factored into libraries. ROS is language neutral and supports vari-
ous modern programming languages such as C++ and Python. ROS uses
cross language development with neutral interface definition language (IDL)
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to describe the messages sent between the modules. ROS is a microkernel
design, with a large number of tools used to build and run the various ROS
components and is designed to be thin with as little wrapping as possible
so that code written for ROS can be used with other robot software frame-
works. It integrates with other robot software frameworks like OpenRAVE,
Orocos, and Player to reuse other open source project codes. Refer to ROS
website [33] for detailed explanation of ROS framework system.

5.2 ROS Architecture and Layers
ROS system architecture is based on a graph architecture where processing
takes place in nodes that may publish/subscribe di�erent type of messages.
ROS middleware (see Fig.5.1) provides a messaging protocol between nodes
running on multiple machines connected to robotic hardware. The core ROS
platform attempts to be as architecture-agnostic as possible [33]. It provides
di�erent modes of communicating data but it does not prescribe how they
are used or how they are named. This approach allows ROS to be easily
integrated with a variety of architectures.

Figure 5.1: (a) ROS architecture.

ROS has three levels of concepts, explained in [33]: the computation graph
level, the filesystem level, and the community level. This design, from the
filesystem level to the community level, enables independent decisions about
development and implementation, but all can be brought together with ROS
infrastructure tools.The levels and concepts are summarized below:

The computation graph level concept: is the peer-to-peer network
of ROS processes that are processing data together. The basic Computa-
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tion Graph concepts of ROS are nodes, Master, Parameter Server, messages,
services, topics, and bags, all of which provide data to the Graph in di�erent
ways.

The filesystem level concepts: are ROS resources that you encounter on
disk, such as: ROS is a distributed framework of processes that enables exe-
cutables to be individually designed and loosely coupled at runtime. These
processes can be grouped into Packages and Stacks, which can be easily
shared and distributed. Packages are the main unit for organizing software
in ROS which may contain nodes, libraries, messages, services, or anything
else that is usefully organized together. Stacks are collections of packages
that provide aggregate functionality (see Fig.5.2a).

The ROS community level concepts: are ROS resources that enable
separate communities to exchange software and knowledge. These resources
include: ROS Distributions which are collections of versioned stacks that
you can install (see Fig. 5.2b ), a federated system of code Repositories that
enable collaboration on robot software components developed by di�erent
institutions, and the ROS community Wiki which is the main forum for
documenting information about ROS.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: (a) In filesystem level things are organized into packages and
stacks(collection of similar packages that work together). (b) Repositories
are collection of stacks shared in research community.

5.3 ROS Platforms
ROS mainly runs on Unix-based platforms. In addition it is tested on
Ubuntu and Mac OS X systems, and also the ROS community has been
contributing support for Fedora, Gentoo, Arch Linux and other Linux plat-
forms. See http://www.ros.org/wiki/Robots for list of robots that can be
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used with ROS software.

5.4 ROS Visualization Tool
ROS provides a large number of tools. To mention some: roslaunch for
graph setup, rosbag for logging, rxplot for plotting, rxgraph for graph visu-
alization, rviz for 3D visualization and many more. RVIZ is highly useful
tool during ROS simulation. It is used to visualize a robot in 3D environ-
ment, as in Fig.5.3, and to see information about the coordinate systems
and transformations from the robot. See more on http://ros.org/wiki/rviz

Figure 5.3: Visualization of dual arm manipulator during ROS simulation
in RVIZ, a 3D visualization tool.

5.5 ROS Nodes
Unlike many other robot middleware systems, ROS is more than a set of
libraries that provides only a communication mechanism protocol. Instead,
nodes are developed within a build system provided by ROS. The intent
is that a system running ROS should be comprised of many independent
modules. The build system is built on top of CMake , which performs
modular builds of both nodes and the messages passed between them. Nodes
communicate with each other by passing messages. Under ROS, messages
are data structures made up of typed fields. Messages may be made up of
standard primitive data types, as well as arrays of primitives. Messages can
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include arbitrarily nested structures and arrays. Nodes can use two types
of communication to send messages within the ROS framework. One is
synchronous and is called a service. Services are much like function calls in
traditional programming languages. They are defined by a string name and
a pair of messages: a request and a response. Only one node can provide a
service of a specific name. The other type of communication is asynchronous
and is called a topic (see Fig.5.4). Topics are streams of objects that are
published by a node. Other nodes may subscribe by registering a handler
function that is called whenever a new topic object becomes available. Unlike
services, listener nodes are unable to use their subscription to the topic to
communicate to the publisher. Multiple nodes may concurrently publish
and/or subscribe to the same topic and a single node may publish and/or
subscribe to multiple topics.

Figure 5.4: Nodes connect directly once they find each other through the
ROS Master and either publish a topic or subscribe to a topic by re-
questing connections from nodes those published a topic (figure source is
http://www.ros.org/wiki/ROS/Concepts).

5.6 Controller Node
As described above, ROS is a distributed framework of processes called nodes
that communicate via message passing. Nodes are grouped into packages,
which can be easily shared and distributed. For demonstration purpose of
this thesis work, a package called "dumbo_obstacle_avoidance" is created
which contains a single node called "/controller_node" that implements the
high level controller. The node is written in C++ as roscpp is a C++ client
library for ROS and it is widely used ROS client library. The architec-
ture (Fig.5.5) of the algorithm is designed to be easy to understand which
contains mainly two classes, one responsible for computation of the end-
e�ectors velocities and one responsible for kinematics transformations and
for implementation of all necessary ROS components ( refer Appendix C for
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the code documentation). The main() function creates and initializes the
node. There are many other important packages that contains high and low
level processing nodes from CVAP/dam/ros repositories which shows that
I only need to worry about the high level implementation not the low level
aspects that are provided to me as a black box.

VelocityControllerNode

EndEffectorVelocity

effectorVel

TransformedErrorData

transError

GData

G

GammaData

gamma

Figure 5.5: This diagram shows the class collaboration in the code.

The information flows into and out of the "/controller_node", during ROS
simulation and during actual runtime, are presented as follows. First during
ROS simulation, where everything is tested before the implementation of
the work on the actual robot. The controller node takes the joint positions
as input and calculates joint velocity values which are integrated over time
to produce the joint positions of the robot, which then used to visualize
the model of the robot in visualization tool (rviz) as shown in Fig.5.3. Each
type of information flowing into the "/controller_node" node is illustrated in
Fig.5.6. The others node indicated in the figure are "/rosout" , is the Master
node that helps nodes find each other, "dumbo_velocity_integrater_node"
that is the node used during the ROS simulation to integrate the joint states
and the other one is "/robot_state_publisher" that allow to publish the state
of a system to "tf" which inturn used during 3D visualization of the sys-
tem/robot. There are five topics that "/controller_node" interacting with:
two going in "left_arm_controller/state" and "right_arm_controller/state"
and three going out "/rosout", "left_arm_controller/command_vel" and
"right_arm_controller/command_vel". The two going in topics are the one
that the "/controller_node" subscribes to in order to get left and right arm
joint states. Once it gets these current joint states it calculates a new joint
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velocity commands for the left and right arm joints and publish them at
100Hz to the two out going topics. The "dumbo_velocity_integrater_node"
in turn subscribes to the two command velocity topics and integrates the
joint states and publishes them at 100Hz. This way the cycle continues until
the end-e�ectors reach their respective goal configuration.

/rosout

/controller_node

/rosout

/dumbo_velocity_integrater_node

/right_arm_controller/command_vel

/left_arm_controller/command_vel

/robot_state_publisher

/rosout

/rosout

/left_arm_controller/state

/right_arm_controller/state

/joint_states

Figure 5.6: This graph shows topics that flow in and out of the "con-
troller_node" during ROS simulation.

Second, during the actual experiment on the robot platform. Here also
the same topics are in and out to the "/controller_node". The di�erence
is that "dumbo_velocity_integrater_node" is replaced by two robot nodes
"left_arm_controller" and "right_arm_controller" during the actual exper-
iment and there are many other nodes which are not indicated in Fig.5.7.
The "left_arm_controller" and "right_arm_controller" implement the low
level communication/control of the actual robot hardware (joints). Note
that, as mentioned above, low level communication/control hardware work
has been provided to me as black box.

Figure 5.7: This graph shows what is going on between the "controller_node"
and other robot nodes. This is a cut of full rxgraph that shows the whole
topic flows between active nodes during actual experiment.
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5.7 Experimental Evaluation on Robot Platform
To validate theoretical and matlab simulation results, experiment has run on
a real robot platform. A two DoF dual arm robot manipulator is considered
which is a part of seven DoF semi-anthropomorphic robot located at Com-
puter Vision and Active Perception(CVAP) lab, Center for Autonomous Sys-
tems(CAS)/KTH, shown in Fig. 5.8. The arm is constructed from Schunk
rotary modules, that can send velocity commands over a CAN bus. In
this setup, the modules send updated velocity commands at 100 Hz. The
arms have encoders mounted at the joints and angle measurements are read
around 100Hz. The DH parameters of this robot are shown in table 4.1.
To conduct the experiment, in particular, we considered that the second
(shoulder) and fourth joints (elbow) are actuated while the remaining joints
are mechanically braked.

Figure 5.8: 7 DoF arm of a semi-anthropomorphic robot at CAS/KTH.

The task was to demonstrate the convergence of the end e�ectors to a goal
position while avoiding collision with external obstacle and also avoiding
collision of the end-e�ectors. But the controller does not guarantee link
collision avoidance and thus the tasks in two separate experiments are cho-
sen and set in such a way that we do not have link collisions and singularities.

Considering the 7 DoF arm, the parameters used for the first experiment
are: initial end-e�ectors positions p = [≠1.2133 0.3230 1.2133 0.3230]T , that
corresponds to joint position angles qL = [90 10 ≠ 90 ≠ 10 0 ≠ 5 0] (deg)
and qR = [≠90 10 ≠ 90 10 0 5 0] (deg), and desired end-e�ectors goal posi-
tions pd = [≠0.1157 0.9603 0.1157 0.9603]T , that corresponds to destination
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joint position angles qdL = [90 80 ≠ 90 ≠ 25 0 ≠ 5 0] (deg) and qdR =
[≠90 80 ≠ 90 25 0 5 0] (deg) are considered. The following gain and tuning
parameter values are used: K = 0.05, k = 15, ⁄ = 1, h = 5, K‘ = 0.001.
The prescribed performance function used is fl(t) = (fl0≠10≠2)e≠0.004t+10≠2

where fl0 is specified as fl0 = |e0| + 0.05.

In the second experiment, the same initial end-e�ectors positions but di�er-
ent goal positions pd = [≠0.0819 0.9483 0.0819 0.9483]T is considered that
corresponds to desired destination joint configuration qdL = [90 80 ≠ 90 ≠
28 0 ≠5 0] (deg), qdR = [≠90 80 ≠90 28 0 5 0] (deg). The following parameter
values are used: K = 0.1, k = 15, ⁄ = 1, h = 5, K‘ = 0.001. The prescribed
performance function is modified to fl(t) = a(t)(fl0 ≠ 10≠2)e≠0.0035t + 10≠2

where a(t) is a positive linearly decreasing function and fl0 is specified as
fl0 = |e0| + 0.2.

In both experiment, the workspace radius is rw = 1.2m and the radius
of the agents and obstacles is considered same r = 0.05m. A symmetric
transformation given in (3.18) is used and thus the overshoot index should
be nonzero and is set to M = 0.3 in the first experiment and M = 0.2 in the
second experiment. The gains and convergence rate are chosen considering
the joint velocity limits of the actual robot.

5.7.1 Comparison and Discussion
The experiment started by placing a static obstacle at [0.5 0.65] in the
first experiment and at [≠0.5 0.65] in the second experiment. The robot
performing collision avoidance during the first experiment is shown in Fig.5.9
and the results are illustrated in Fig. 5.10 - 5.12. In Fig.5.10, the trajectories
of the end-e�ectors in cartesian space are shown. The end-e�ectors move
towards their respective goal point and the end-e�ector closer to the obstacle
changes direction in order not to collide. In Fig.5.11, the first and the second
columns correspond to x and y coordinates respectively. In both cases, the
formation error stays within the a priori defined prescribed performance
bounds. The overshoot in the formation error is getting larger when one
of the end-e�ector encounters an obstacle but the controller adjusts that
and the error slowly vanishes to zero. Notice also that the formation error
converges to zero quickly while the convergence of the bounds is slow. This
is because of a small convergence rate value l = 0.004. The convergence
rate l also acts as a gain in the controller which highly influence the intial
joint velocity values. In order to meet the joint velocity limits(maximum
joint velocities of the robot is 20 deg/s) of the actual robot we need to
lower the convergence rate value l and that makes convergence speed of the
performance bounds slower. The joint velocity commands are illustrated in
Fig.5.12 and they stay in the joint velocity limits (20 deg/s) of the actual
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robot through out the process. The velocities are fastly getting to zero
before the end-e�ectors reach to their goal positions which is due to low
gain values K = 0.05 and l = 0.004 and this makes the convergence speed
slow. In the same Fig.5.12, the trajectories of the joint positions are shown,
here also they stay in the bounds of the joint position limits of the robot.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.9: The dual arm robot in motion performing collision avoidance
and converge to goal points during experiment.
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Figure 5.10: This figure shows the end-e�ectors converging to their goal
point avoiding obstacle and maintaining the required formation constraint.
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Figure 5.11: This experiment result shows that formation error evolves
within a priori defined time varying performance bounds.
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Figure 5.12: Trajectories of joint positions and velocities expressed in degree
where dashed lines correspond to the left arm and solid line to the right arm
joints. The velocities limit is 20deg/sec for all joints of the robot. The joint
position limits are lower = ≠120o and upper = 120o for both the second
and fourth joints of the robot.

Results found from second experiment are illustrated in Fig.5.13 - 5.15. The
same results are obtained as first experiment regarding collision avoidance
and convergence to respective desired goal positions, shown in Fig.5.13. The
formation error in the second experiment is also stays within the a priori
defined prescribed performance bounds, both in x and y coordinates, as
shown in Fig.5.14. But in the second experiment, both the errors and the
bounds converge almost at the same rate compared to the first experiment.
This is a result of modifying the performance function. As explained above,
in the first experiment the performance bounds are decreasing slowly due
to a very small convergence rate value, i.e., l = 0.004. In the second ex-
periment we have almost a similar convergence rate value l = 0.0035, but
a di�erent performance function obtained by multiplying the fl(t) function
used in the first experiment with a fast linearly decreasing function a(t).
The trajectories of the joint positions and joint velocities obtained from sec-
ond experiment are indicated in Fig.5.15 and they respect their respective
limits similarly as first experiment. The di�erence we have with the first
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experiment is that the joint velocities do not quickly vanish to zero as they
do during the first experiment. This is obviously due to larger gain value
K = 0.1 in the second experiment. The other and main di�erence is that
the convergence speed in the first experiment is very slow compared to the
second experiment where an acceptable convergence speed, less than 55sec,
is observed. This di�erence is also due to larger gain value in the second
experiment.

The overall result proves that formation error converge to zero and the
end-e�ectors converge to the desired goal positions while avoiding obsta-
cle as required. Getting similar results in the two experiments show the
generality of the approach, thus the proposed control method can be imple-
mented using a very common robotic setup with a velocity controlled robotic
manipulator.
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Figure 5.13: This figure shows the end-e�ectors converging to their goal
point avoiding obstacle and maintaining the required formation constraint.
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Figure 5.14: This experiment result shows that formation error evolves
within a priori defined time varying performance bounds.
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Figure 5.15: Trajectories of joint positions and velocities expressed in degree
where dashed lines correspond to the left arm and solid line to the right arm
joints. The velocities limit is 20deg/sec for all joints of the robot. The joint
position limits are lower = ≠120o and upper = 120o for both the second
and fourth joints of the robot.
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Chapter 6

Summary

This chapter presents conclusion as well as possible future studies to follow
based on this thesis work.

6.1 Conclusion
The thesis contribution has been designing a control strategy, based on the
studies discussed in Chapter 2, and implement it on actual dual arm ma-
nipulator.

In the first part of this thesis, investigation has been made on combining
the two concepts, the conventional navigation function and the prescribed
performance control methodology, and a controller is designed for the end-
e�ectors of a dual arm robotic manipulator that guarantees two objectives:
convergence to goal points avoiding collision with obstacles and the forma-
tion error evolves within a priori defined performance bound specifications.
It was shown, analytically, that the control strategy made the system con-
verge to the desired destination point and also confirmed that it holds in
matlab simulation as shown in Fig. 4.2. For simplicity the simulation was
made for one obstacle case, but while deriving the proof, it was shown that
the control strategy is independent on number of obstacles and hence the
strategy is valid for any number of obstacles. Convergence to a predefined
formation vector for this strategy was shown to hold in the proof and also
visualized in matlab simulation, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3, that the formation
error evolves within the bound specifications.

In the second part, the designed controller is applied to an actual dual arm
robot platform and the outcomes are discussed. The results show that the
end-e�ectors converge to their respective desired goal points avoiding col-
lision and keeping the formation error within a priori defined performance
bounds.
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Although the result during experiment shows acceptable convergence speed,
as shown in Fig.5.14, the procedure was not perfect as matlab simulation
result illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Lowering the gain value K and convergence
rate l, during the experiment, in order to achieve the speed limitation of the
robot have to be accounted for performance of convergence speed introduced
by the control strategy.

6.2 Future Work
One problem during the experiment was choosing a scenario that avoids sin-
gularity, collision among links and also avoids joint collisions. It is because
the controller designed in this thesis considers only collision avoidance with
obstacles and self collision avoidance of the end-e�ectors. The idea could
then be expanded to include singularity avoidance and all internal collision
avoidance of the dual arm manipulator by treating the joints and the center
of the links as obstacle.

The thesis problem has been formulated considering implementation on a
dual arm manipulator, and thus the end-e�ectors treated as two agents with
one additional obstacle. The obstacle avoidance concepts implemented in
this work can be also for multi agent systems. The idea could then be
expanded to multiple agent systems through relevant adjustments on the
construction of the formation vector.

Navigation function based decentralized controller strategies are proved to
be more e�cient than centralized version in case of two or multi agent sys-
tems. It could be then interesting to modify this centralized controller to
decentralized control strategy for a dual arm manipulator and two or mul-
tiple agents with prescribed performance guarantees in formation vectors
among the agents.
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APPENDIX

Appendix A
In this section, a detailed derivation of gradient of Ï(p, t) will be shown.
Let’s define D = “ + K‘ Î Á(p, t) Î2 for simplicity purpose, which leads to:

Ï(p, t) = D

(Dk + G)1/k
(6.1)

Then, the gradient of Ï(p, t) is derived as follows:

ÒÏ(p, t) =
(Dk + G) 1

k ÒD ≠ D 1
k (Dk + G)1≠k

k (kDk≠1ÒD + ÒG)
(Dk + G) 2

k

Cancelling out some variables and letting A = (Dk + G)(≠1≠1/k) gives us:

ÒÏ(p, t) = A(GÒD ≠ D

k
ÒG) (6.2)

Based on the definition of D as above, ÒD = Ò“ + K‘Ò Î Á(p, t) Î2. Thus,
to get the final result for (6.2) we will derive Ò“, Ò Î Á(p, t) Î2 and ÒG
separately as follows. The gradient of “ is:

Ò“ =
C

ˆ“

ˆp1

T ˆ“

ˆp2

T
DT

where ˆ“
ˆp1

= [ ˆ“
ˆx1

ˆ“
ˆy1

]T = [2(x1 ≠ xd1) 2(y1 ≠ yd1)]T and similarly ˆ“
ˆp2

=
[ ˆ“
ˆx2

ˆ“
ˆy2

]T = [2(x2 ≠ xd2) 2(y2 ≠ yd2)]T .

Since Á(p, t) = T (‚e(p, t)) is also a function of p, the gradient of Î Á(p, t) Î2

with respect to p will be as follows:

Ò Î Á(p, t) Î2=

S

U
A

ˆ Î Á(p, t) Î2

ˆp1

BT A
ˆ Î Á(p, t) Î2

ˆp2

BT
T

V
T
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In here, only the gradient with respect to p1 will be shown and a similar
step can be taken for the gradient with respect to p2.

ˆ Î Á(p, t) Î2

ˆp1
=

C

2Áx1(p, t)ˆT (‚ex1)
ˆ‚ex1

ˆ‚ex1
ˆx1

2Áy1(p, t)ˆT (‚ey1)
ˆ‚ey1

ˆ‚ey1
ˆy1

DT

(6.3)

where the modulated error ‚e(.) is a function of both p and t and its gradient
with respect to p is 1

fl(t) and ˆT (‚e(.))
ˆ‚e(.)

is the derivation of ln(.) functions given
in (3.18) with respect to ‚e(.). Hence, (6.3) for the case of e0 Ø 0 and e0 Æ 0
becomes:

ˆ Î Á(p, t) Î2

ˆp1
=

Y
_____]

_____[

5
2
fl ln( M
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+‚e
x1

M
i
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) 1+M
(M+‚e
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x1)

2
fl ln( M

i

+‚e
y1

M
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(1≠‚e
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) 1+M
(M+‚e

y1)(1≠‚e
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6T
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2
fl ln(M

i

(1+‚e
x1)

M
i

≠‚e
x1

) 1+M
(1+‚e

x1)(M≠‚e
x1)
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fl ln(M

i

(1+‚e
y1)

M
i

≠‚e
y1

) 1+M
(1+‚e

y1)(M≠‚e
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6T

Alternatively, the gradient of ÒÎÁ(t)Î2 in a compact form can be shown as:

ÒÎÁ(t)Î2 = 2ÁT (p, t)ˆÁ(p, t)
ˆ‚e(p, t)

ˆ‚e(p, t)
ˆp

where the gradient of ‚e(p, t) is 1
fl(t)

ˆe(p)
ˆp and since ˆe(p)

ˆp = [ˆe(p)
ˆx1

ˆe(p)
ˆy1

ˆe(p)
ˆx2

ˆe(p)
ˆy2

]T =
[1 1 1 1]T , the following holds true.

1
ÒÎÁ(t)Î2

2T
= 2Á(t)T 1

fl(t)
ˆÁ(p, t)
ˆ‚e(p, t) = 2Á(t)T JT (p, t)

where JT (p, t) is normalized diagonal Jacobian of the transformed error and
this proves (3.21).

The gradient of G is stated below with only few calculation steps.

ÒG =
n

lŸ

l=1

n
R,lŸ

k=1
(gR

k

)l.ÒG0 + G0.
Nÿ

r=1

NŸ

l=1
l ”=r

glÒgr

ÒG0 = [ˆG0
ˆp1

T ˆG0
ˆp2

T ]T where, ˆG0
ˆp1

= ≠2
!
(rw ≠ r)2 ≠ Îp2 ≠ pd2Î

"
(p1 ≠ pd1)

and ˆG0
ˆp1

= ≠2
!
(rw ≠ r)2 ≠ Îp1 ≠ pd1Î

"
(p2 ≠ pd2). Please refer to [11] for a

detailed steps on derivation of Ògr.

Appendix B
In here a bit detailed calculation steps is shown for the total time derivatives
of V (p, t) than shown in the body of the report . The total time derivatives
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of V (p, t) is:

V̇ (p, t) = ÒÏ(p, t)ṗ + ˆ

ˆt
Ï(p, t)

For brevity, let us define D = “ + K‘ÎÁ(p, t)Î2 and B = Dk + G and subse-
quently Ï(p, t) = D

B1/k

. This leads to:

V̇ = ÒÏ(p, t)ṗ + ˆ

ˆt
D

B1/k ≠ D 1
k B1/kB≠1kDk≠1

B2/k

Cancelling out some variables and letting A = B≠(1+1/k) we get:

V̇ = ÒÏ(p, t)ṗ + AG
ˆ

ˆt
D

Given that the ÒÏ(p, t) is shown in Appendix A and the system ṗ is given
in (3.1), the remaining task to show is ˆ

ˆtD where D is defined above. Thus
partial time derivative of D is:

ˆD

ˆt
= 2K‘Á

T (p, t)ˆÁ(p, t)
ˆ‚e(p, t)

ˆ‚e(p, t)
ˆt

where ‚e(p, t) is given in (3.16) and its partial derivative with respect to time
is 1

fl(t)–(t)e(p) where –(t) = ≠ fl̇(t)
fl(t) . This leads to:

ˆD

ˆt
= 2K‘Á

T (p, t) 1
fl(t)

ˆÁ(p, t)
ˆ‚e(p, t)–(t)e(p)

Letting JT (p, t) = 1
fl(t)

ˆÁ(p,t)
ˆ‚e(p,t) , normalized diagonal Jacobian of the trans-

formed error, we get:

ˆD

ˆt
= K‘2ÁT (p, t)JT (p, t)–(t)e(p)

Taking (3.21) into consideration we get:

ˆD

ˆt
= K‘

1
Ò Î Á(p, t) Î2

2T
–(t)e(p)

Hence, the total time derivatives of V (p, t) becomes:

V̇ (p, t) = ÒÏ(p, t)ṗ + AGK‘

1
Ò Î Á(p, t) Î2

2T
–(t)e(p)
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Appendix C

In this section, description of the main parts of the code, that implement the control
law, is given.

Class List

Here are the classes, structs, unions and interfaces with brief descriptions:

VelocityControllerNode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
EndEffectorVelocity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47

VelocityControllerNode Class Reference

#include <velocity_controller.hh>

Public Member Functions

• void getROSParameters ()
• void topicCallbackLeftJointStates (const pr2_controllers_msgs::JointTrajectoryControllerStatePtr

&msg)
• void topicCallbackRightJointStates (const pr2_controllers_msgs::JointTrajectoryControllerStatePtr

&msg)
• bool calculateJointVel ()
• void publishControlVel ()

Public Attributes

• ros::NodeHandle n_
• ros::Publisher topic_pub_left_commandVel
• ros::Publisher topic_pub_right_commandVel
• ros::Subscriber topic_sub_left_jointState
• ros::Subscriber topic_sub_right_jointState
• ros::Time last_publish_time
• EndEffectorVelocity effectorVel
• bool initialized_effectorVel
• bool params_OK

Detailed Description

A VelocityControllerNode class implements the controller node. Responssible for im-
plementation of all necessarry ROS components and kinematics transformations.
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Member Function Documentation

bool VelocityControllerNode::calculateJointVel ( )

This function calculates the joint velocities from the end-effectors velocities using in-
verse jacobian.

void VelocityControllerNode::getROSParameters ( )

This function gets all required parameters from the Parameter Server.

void VelocityControllerNode::publishControlVel ( )

This function publishes the msg:brics_actuator::JointVelocities to both the left and
right arms.

void VelocityControllerNode::topicCallbackLeftJointStates ( const
pr2 controllers msgs::JointTrajectoryControllerStatePtr & msg )

This function is the call back, assumming that the node subscribes to left arm joint_-
state topic.

void VelocityControllerNode::topicCallbackRightJointStates ( const
pr2 controllers msgs::JointTrajectoryControllerStatePtr & msg )

This function is the call back, assumming that the node subscribes to right arm joint_-
state topic.

Member Data Documentation

EndEffectorVelocity VelocityControllerNode::effectorVel

Declaration of object instance of type EndEffectorVelocity.

bool VelocityControllerNode::initialized_effectorVel

A boolean variable, set to true when EndEffectorVelocity is initialized.

ros::Time VelocityControllerNode::last_publish_time

A variable of type Time to stamp last publish time.
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ros::NodeHandle VelocityControllerNode::n_

NodeHandle is the main access point to communications with the ROS system. The
first NodeHandle constructed will fully initialize this node, and the last NodeHandle
destructed will close down the node.

bool VelocityControllerNode::params_OK

A boolean variable, set to true if all required parameters are in the Parameter Server.

ros::Publisher VelocityControllerNode::topic_pub_left_commandVel

Declaration of left arm topic to publish.

ros::Publisher VelocityControllerNode::topic_pub_right_commandVel

Declaration of right arm topic to publish.

ros::Subscriber VelocityControllerNode::topic_sub_left_jointState

Declaration of left arm topic to subscribe, callback is called for new messages arriving.

ros::Subscriber VelocityControllerNode::topic_sub_right_jointState

Declaration of right arm topic to subscribe, callback is called for new messages arriv-
ing.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following files:

• include/joint_velocity_controller.hh
• src/joint_velocity_controller.cpp

EndEffectorVelocity Class Reference

#include <end_effector_velocity.hh>

Public Member Functions

• void init (vector< double > initPos, vector< double > goalPos, vector< double
> obclPos, vector< double > controller_parameters)

• void calculateGammaData (vector< double > effector_pose)
• void calculateGData (vector< double > effector_pose)
• void calculateTransformedError (vector< double > rho, vector< double > err)
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• void calculateFormationVector ()
• void calculateFormationError (vector< double > effector_pose)
• vector< double > calculateEffectorVelocity (vector< double > effector_pose,

double realTime)
• vector< double > getRho ()
• vector< double > getFormationError ()
• bool isGoalReached ()
• bool isFormationReached ()

Detailed Description

A EndEffectorVelocity class. The responssiblity of this class is computation of the
end-effectors-velocities.

Member Function Documentation

vector< double > EndEffectorVelocity::calculateEffectorVelocity ( vector< double >
effector pose, double realTime )

This function calculates the end-effectors velocities.

Parameters
effector_-

pose

end-effectors position.

realTime a real time.

Returns

The calculated end-effectors velocities

void EndEffectorVelocity::calculateFormationError ( vector< double > effector pose )

This function calculates the relative position error between the two end-effectors.

Parameters
effector_-

pose

end-effectors position.

void EndEffectorVelocity::calculateFormationVector ( )

This function calculates the required formation vector.

void EndEffectorVelocity::calculateGammaData ( vector< double > effector pose )

This function calculates the gamma function.
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Parameters
effector_-

pose

end-effectors position.

void EndEffectorVelocity::calculateGData ( vector< double > effector pose )

This function calculates the G function.

Parameters
effector_-

pose

end-effectors position.

void EndEffectorVelocity::calculateTransformedError ( vector< double > rho, vector< double
> err )

This function calculates the transformed error function.

Parameters
rho a rho function.
err a relative position error between the two end-effectors.

vector< double > EndEffectorVelocity::getFormationError ( )

This function gets the current relative position error.

Returns

The relative position error.

vector< double > EndEffectorVelocity::getRho ( )

This function gets the updated rho function.

Returns

The rho function.

void EndEffectorVelocity::init ( vector< double > initPos, vector< double > goalPos, vector<
double > obclPos, vector< double > controller parameters )

This function initializes: initial and final end-effectors position, obstacles position and
all the tuning parameters.

Parameters
initPos end-effectors initial position.

goalPos end-effectors goal position.
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obclPos obstacles position
controller_-

parameters

a controller gain and tuning parameters

bool EndEffectorVelocity::isFormationReached ( )

This function checks if formation convergence is achieved.

Returns

True if formation convergence is achieved.

bool EndEffectorVelocity::isGoalReached ( )

This function checks if goal convergence is achieved.

Returns

True if goal convergence is achieved.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following files:

• include/end_effector_velocity.hh
• src/end_effector_velocity.cpp
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